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Abstract — Radar simulations of human targets can be
deployed to reduce the measurement effort linked to dataset
generation for tasks such as gesture or activity classification.
However, simulations require realistic human motion data in
order to capture the dynamics of the simulated activities.
For this purpose, this paper proposes a stereo camera-based
system that enables simultaneous recording of radar data and
the corresponding human pose ground truth. By introducing
a camera-radar calibration procedure, the 3D human poses
and the radar system are synchronized both in time and
space. Thus, the system enables the one-by-one re-simulation of
the captured measurements for the investigation of simulation
quality or sensor studies. The performance of the calibration
procedure and the feasibility of direct re-simulations is shown
with measurements of an exemplary gesture. In addition, the
straightforward extension of the proposed approach to radar
sensor networks is demonstrated.

Keywords — motion capture, radar gesture recognition, radar
simulation

I. INTRODUCTION

Machine learning algorithms for radar-based gesture
recognition have been successfully applied for tasks ranging
from fine-grained finger gesture recognition [1] to large-scale
gestures involving the whole human body [2]. While radars can
enable the robust, privacy-sensitive detection of gestures, one
bottleneck has been data scarcity due to the high effort entailed
by extensive measurement campaigns. This is particularly
restrictive in fields such as traffic gesture recognition, where
datasets have to cover a wide range of scenarios and variations.
One recently explored way to generate more diverse datasets
with acceptable effort are radar simulations [2], [3].
Simulations of human gestures or activities require realistic
human motion data in order to build simulation models that
capture the motion dynamics. The motion data generation
can either be purely simulative, such as modelling in
computer graphics programs [4], or involve motion capture
measurements. For the latter, measurements need to be
conducted with a motion capture system. This creates
additional effort, but it can also provide unique benefits
when the motion capture is accompanied by simultaneous
radar measurements. Generating the pose ground truth of
real measurements of humans enables the re-simulation of
actual measurements e.g. with modifications such as different
sensors or modulation parameters, and it provides an elegant
way of assessing simulation quality by one-to-one comparison
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Fig. 1. Photography of the measurement system with the radar sensors and
the cameras.

with the corresponding radar measurement. However, in order
to fully exploit this potential, the recorded motion data has
to be synchronized with the measured radar data both in
time and space, such that pose data are not just available
in the motion capture system’s inherent coordinate system
but also in the local coordinate systems (LCSs) of the radar
sensors. Since this is hard to achieve with the popular Kinect
sensor approach [5], [3], this paper proposes a stereo camera
system for human pose ground truth generation. With our
approach, 3D human poses are inferred for simultaneous short
range radar measurements based on 2D skeletal keypoints.
The stereo camera and the radar system are synchronized in
space by a preceding camera-radar calibration whose accuracy
is validated by data from a tacheometer. It is demonstrated
that the system provides accurate ground truth data enabling
one-by-one re-simulations of an exemplary gesture and that
the approach can be easily extended to multiple radar sensors,
thus facilitating simulations of radar sensor networks.

II. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

As shown in Fig. 1, the measurement system consists
of a radar sensor network for recording of the human radar
responses and is augmented by a stereo camera system for
the simultaneous capture of the corresponding 3D pose ground
truth. The radar sensor network consists of four chirp sequence
(CS)-multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) sensors. Three of
the radar sensors are mounted on a rail similar to the setup used
for radar gesture recognition in [6]. The fourth sensor is placed
and oriented freely to demonstrate the calibration procedure’s
feasibility to account for arbitrary network configurations.
All radar sensors are operated at 79 GHz with range and
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Fig. 2. 2D skeletal keypoints detected by Detectron2 in the COCO format.

velocity resolutions of ∆R=4.5 cm and ∆v=11 cm s−1,
respectively. For beamforming, each radar sensor has 12
virtual Rx channels with up to eight elements for azimuth
beamforming and two for elevation beamforming. All radars
receive a common trigger and operate with slight time
offsets, such that responses belonging to transmit signals of
the other sensors are suppressed by baseband filtering, and
only monostatic responses are processed. The radar sensor
network is complemented by two RGB cameras with a
resolution of 1280×1024 that are calibrated for stereo vision.
Calibration measurements are conducted with a checkerboard
of size 1.73 m×0.77 m and for ranges of 3 m to 6 m. For
accurate re-simulations, the 3D positions obtained by the
stereo camera system should have higher precision than the
radar sensors, whose accuracy is mainly limited due to the
angle estimation with a relatively small number of virtual
channels. Accurate stereo positions can be ensured by thorough
stereo calibration and are proven by additional tacheometer
measurements. For simultaneous measurements, images are
recorded synchronously with the radar frames by common
triggering, and the whole measurement system is operated at
30 fps.

III. GENERATION OF HUMAN POSE GROUND TRUTH DATA
WITH THE STEREO CAMERA SYSTEM

In principle, the stereo camera system allows the
computation of the 3D position of any object in its field
of view (FoV), thus e.g. enabling the generation of depth
maps based on pixel correspondences. However, as we are
only interested in the positions of the skeletal joints of the
observed person, it is sufficient to detect and match just the
relevant keypoints in both cameras’ images. For that purpose,
Detectron2 [7] is applied for person keypoint detection, which
provides the pixel positions ~pic,ikp for 17 skeletal keypoints ikp
defined in the COCO dataset format [8] and both cameras ic.
The skeletal model of the COCO dataset is illustrated in Fig.
2. The keypoints are computed for each measurement frame.
An example is shown for both cameras in Figs. 3a and 3b. In
order to remove faulty detections and to reduce the jitter over
the course of the measurements, outliers are removed, and a
smoothing spline is fitted to each sequence of keypoint pixel
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Fig. 3. Estimation of the 2D keypoints in the images of the left (a) and
right (b) camera and computation of their 3D counterparts with the stereo
calibration information (c).

positions. Based on the smoothed locations, the 3D positions of
the skeletal keypoints are inferred by triangulation, i.e. finding
the 3D points that minimize the overall reprojection error [9]

~xikp = min
~x

∑

ic∈0,1

|Cic~xikp − ~pic,ikp |2 , (1)

with the 3D keypoint position ~xikp . The matrix Cic describes
the reprojection from global coordinates to the image plane
of camera ic and is obtained by the stereo camera calibration
process. The resulting 3D human pose for the exemplary frame
is visualized in Fig. 3c. Since small but unfavourable errors in
the pixel positions such as errors of different sign at the two
cameras can lead to larger jitter after the triangulation step,
the 3D keypoints are smoothed, too. Moreover, an additional
skeletal center point is computed from the right and left hip,
as shown in Fig. 3c.

IV. CAMERA-RADAR CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

While the measurement ground truth provided by the stereo
camera system is time-synchronized with the simultaneously
collected radar data, it is still in the camera coordinate system
(CCS). However, for proper re-simulations—especially for



radar sensor networks—the human pose information has to
be transformed to the LCSs of the radar sensors. Therefore,
a camera-radar calibration is proposed to obtain the required
transformations TLCSin ,CCS with the radar sensor node index
in ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. For calibration, a common calibration target
detectable by both radar and camera is moved through the
sensors’ common FoV, and the transformations between the
coordinate systems are obtained based on the calibration target
trajectories. The joint target consists of a small checkerboard
mounted on a corner reflector, with the checkerboard center
aligned with the corner reflector’s phase center. In addition,
a prism is attached to the joint target to enable tracking by
a high-precision tacheometer for assessment of the calibration
quality.

A. Radar Signal Processing

Radar signal processing is carried out for each radar
sensor independently: The 2D fast Fourier transform (FFT)
is computed along the samples and chirps to obtain the
range-Doppler maps. Zero-padding by a factor of two is
applied for higher precision with respect to the target
ranges. From the range-Doppler maps, targets are extracted
by applying the ordered statistics constant false-alarm rate
algorithm with subsequent peak search. From the resulting list
of targets, the corner reflector serving as calibration target can
easily be found due to its high radar cross section (RCS). For
the corner reflector, the azimuth and elevation angles φ and θ,
respectively, are computed by comparing the measured steering
vectors with the theoretical ones for all incidence angles within
the antennas’ beamwidth [10]. Formally, with the incidence
direction described by Φ = (φ, θ), first the cross correlation

~υ (Φ) =
|CH(Φ) · ~a|
|C (Φ) ||~a| (2)

is computed with the measured steering vector ~a ∈ C12×1, the
calibration matrix C ∈ CNφNθ×12, and its complex conjugate
CH . The calibration matrix contains the NφNθ theoretical
steering vectors for the Nφ tested azimuthal and Nθ tested
elevation angles that are also corrected for the phase offsets
between the receive channels. The estimated direction of
arrival is then given by

Φ̂ = arg max
Φ

~υ (Φ) . (3)

From the range and direction of arrival the trajectories of
the corner reflector are obtained. Since the elevation angle
estimation is error-prone in cases with more than a single target
in a range-Doppler cell e.g. due to clutter, detections with
velocity of the corner reflector below 0.3 m s−1 are removed.
In addition, frames experiencing a significant drop in target
RCS are filtered out as they suffer from a misaligned corner
reflector.

B. Stereo Camera Signal Processing

For computation of the trajectories of the stereo camera
reference target, the small checkerboard mounted on the corner
reflector is detected in the images from both cameras, and the
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Fig. 4. Trajectories of the radar (blue) and stereo camera (red) calibration
target before (a) and after (b) the minimization of the Euclidean distance.

Table 1. Mean trajectory deviation after applying the transformations.

Transformation
Type Radar 0 Radar 1 Radar 2 Radar 3

camera-radar 11.4 cm 9.5 cm 11.9 cm 9.6 cm

camera-tacheometer 3.3 cm 3.3 cm 3.4 cm 3.3 cm

radar-tacheometer 14.2 cm 11.4 cm 12.3 cm 11.4 cm

3D position of the checkerboard center is computed using 1 for
the frames in which the target is in the FoV of both cameras.

C. Transformations to the Radar Coordinate Systems

With the common calibration target detected in both the
radar and stereo camera data, valid sequences are identified,
in which detections are available for both sensor types. Since
valid sequences differ between the radar sensors, each element
of the radar sensor network has its own set of calibration
data. Subsequently, the transformations TLCSin ,CCS linking the
CCS and the LCSs are computed by treating the detections of
the calibration target in the radar and stereo camera data as
two distinct point sets and applying the iterative closest point
algorithm for point cloud registration [11]. The minimization
of the Euclidean distance between the point sets results in the
transformations and the poses of the radar sensors in the CCS.
The calibration process for the freely positioned radar sensor
3 is illustrated in Fig. 4. Applying these transformations to
the 3D keypoints resulting from the procedure in Sec. III, the
human pose ground truth data is also synchronized in space and
is directly ready for radar simulations without any necessity of
taking into account the positions and orientations of the radar
sensors.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Evaluation of the Sensor and Calibration Accuracy

In order to validate the camera-radar calibration, the
average deviation between the trajectories of the common
calibration target after the transformation is evaluated. As can
be seen in Table 1, the calibration errors after transforming
the stereo camera detections to the LCSs are comparable
over all radar sensors, demonstrating the ability of the
approach to generate spatially-synchronized ground truth data
for arbitrary sensor orientations. In addition, the precision of
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Fig. 5. Spectrograms of a measured “Stop” gesture (a) and its re-simulation
based on the proposed ground truth system (b).

the 3D positions is assessed by computing the calibrations
between the sensors and the highly-precise data provided
by the tacheometer, with the deviations with respect to the
tacheometer 3D positions being used as criterion. The results in
Table 1 demonstrate the suitability of the stereo camera system
for accurate ground truth generation, with the mean errors
after camera-tacheometer calibration at around 3.3 cm being
lower than the errors after the radar-tacheometer calibration.
Moreover, the measurement of the 3D position of the
corner reflector contributes most to the error in camera-radar
calibration, mainly due to higher errors in elevation angle
estimation.

B. Gesture Re-Simulation

In addition to the calibration accuracy, the feasibility of
straightforward re-simulation is demonstrated by simulation
an exemplary “Stop” gesture with a corner reflector held in
the executing hand. The measured Doppler spectrogram for
this gesture is illustrated in Fig. 5a, where the velocity profile
of the corner reflector becomes directly visible. This gesture
is re-simulated based on the simultaneously captured human
pose ground truth data. After transforming the keypoints to
the LCS of radar sensor 0, the right wrist is used as a single
point target for simulation. As can be seen from the resulting

spectrogram in Fig. 5b, both the zero-crossings as well as the
velocity peaks are reflected in the simulation. Thus, the ground
truth system leads to simulations highly similar to the original
measurements, enabling novel opportunities for human target
simulations.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel approach for the simultaneous
recording of radar data and the corresponding ground truth
data for measurements involving human motion is presented.
The 3D human pose information is obtained by a stereo camera
system that enables the triangulation of 2D skeletal keypoints.
In addition, common triggering and camera-radar calibration
allow the direct transformation of the motion data into the
radar coordinate systems, which facilitates the re-simulation
of measurements for arbitrarily positioned and oriented radar
sensors. Finally, the accuracy of the stereo camera system,
the camera-radar calibration, and the re-simulation of an
exemplary gesture is demonstrated by measurement.
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